
                       Comenius Project - M.U.S.I.C

         Job-shadowing Scheme

Dates of Job Shadowing: 
10/14 February 2014

Host Country/School:
UNITED KINGDOM / SMALL HEATH SCHOOL& 
SIXTH FORM CENTRE

Name of teacher:
IMED BELHOUCHE

Focus of the visit:
JOB SHADOWING

A. General Information & Description of host school: 

Name of Head Teacher: ...PETER SLOUGH......................................................................................

Type of School:         Primary            Secondary                 Other (Please specify): ………………………………

Age Group: ………11-18………………………………..

Number of students on roll:   1300  ………………………….

Number of Teachers:  …103……………………….

Number of children with SEN: …300 APPROXİMATELY…………………………………….

Ethnic origins (if applicable): ……PAKISTANI,SOMALI,ARAB,WHITE 
MINORITY…………………………………………………………………………………………

Languages spoken: …ENGLISH…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Religions:     Catholic           Protestant           Muslim          Other (Please specify): ………………………… 

Destination of students after final year:

     College               University              Employment            Other (Please specify): FEW WİTHOUT
EMPLOYMENT…………………………

Pass/ Success Rate at Final Exams: …65…………………. %

X

XX

XXX



B. School structure and organisation

1. How do students travel to school? 

      Walk               Bicycle             Bus              Car           Other (Please specify): …………………………….

2. What do students do when they arrive to school?
They have to go to registration for 25 minutes,they have got assemblies then go to 
breakfast , club and some of them go to catch-up lessons like extra English 
 

3. Do students wear a school uniform?     Yes                 No 

If yes, please describe uniform: 
For girls,black jacket,white shirt,black trosers,tie in blue,white and yellow colors,some of 
them uses their black scarf.
For boys,black jacket,white shirt,black trousers with tie in the same color with girls.

4. Describe the structure of the day:
 (Start, finish, number of lessons a day/week, length of break time, lunch break etc…)

 It starts at 08:5-9:00 with registration then tutorial registration starts at 09:00-
09:15.There are three periods.The first period starts at 09:15-10:55.There is a ‘15 minutes ‘
break.The second break begins at 11:10 and finishes at 12:50.The students and the staff 
have their lunch between 12:50-01:45.The third period is between 01:45-03:25.

5. What sort of food is served at lunch? Is it healthy? Do students like the food at the 
canteen? Explain
They have a healthy school award.There are strict guidelines and they need to follow them 
as a school.For example coke,crisps,sweet,chocolate are banned at school.Most pupils have a 
healthy meal like pasta,salad,sandwich,hot-meat,vegetarian rice.

6. Select 5 students and ask them about their opinions about the school/school day. 
(How happy are they with school? What would they like to change?)

 The students generally like their school.They have high expectations,they learn a lot in 
their school.They thought that teachers are caring,do their best to make the students 
learn.Tahey believe they have confidence and lessons are interesting. And school will 
prepare them for the future and they trust their teachers at this part.In tutorial 
lessons,teachers give them guidance to find about their options that they will study in the 
future.They would like to change two breaks.They want Friday as a half day.Because some 
people need to pray,they need to go to the mosque.They would like to change their 
uniforms.They want more trips and some spor activities..They have need longer much time 
for lunch and lastly they want better food at lunch.
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x



7. Extra-curricular activities- Are there any lunch time/ after school clubs? Sports activities?
Music clubs? What are the benefits of such activities? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

There is a lunch time between 12:50-01:45.The extra curricular activities are internet 
club,homework clubs,computer club,drama,theatre,music,sport clubs,dance and debating 
clubs.The benefits of such activities are variety in curriculum,improve skills,give students 
oppurtunities to enjoy activities,fun and healthy.

C. Curriculum structure and provision

1. Subjects – List subjects studied at your host school, discuss the rationale and vision of 
the school’s curriculum map with the head teacher/senior member of staff

The subjects of the year 7 are English,Mathemetics,Science,Technology,Creative Mind 
Curriculum,Art,French,Humanities,Music,ICT and PE.
The  subjects of the year 8 are English,Mathemetics,Science,Technology,   
French,Urdu,History,,Art,Drama,Music,ICT and PE.
The  subjects of the year 9 are English,Mathemetics,Science,Technology, Bengali,  
French,Urdu,Geography,History,RE,,Art,Drama,Music,ICT and PE.
The  subjects of the year 10 are English,Mathemetics,Science,Design-Food-Textiles 
Technology, Bengali,  French,Urdu,Geography,History,Islamic Studies, ,Art, Business 
Studies.
The  subjects of the year 11 are English, Mathematics, Science, PE, RE, Design-Food-
Textiles Technology, Bengali,  French, Urdu, Geography, History, Islamic Studies, ,Art, 
Business Studies.

2. SEN - How does the school identify students with Special Educational needs? What does 
the school do to meet their learning needs? 
The school identifies the students with SEN from information junior schools, reading age 
assessment, literacy audit and observation. The school meets their needs, in extra 
classes, for example spelling, reading, maths, and autism spectrum disorder. Teaching 
assistants support the less able in lessons. Children who have hearing impaired and visually
impaired also have teaching assistants.

3. G&T - How does the school identify Gifted & Talented students? What does the school do
to meet their learning needs? 

The school identifies using data, the students are monitored by the group of teachers and
they  communicate with staff according to their progress.

4. Teaching & Learning- arrange to observe a lesson/a series of lessons within or outside 
your subject specialism and make notes of the following areas:



a) Learning objectives & outcomes
b) Students’ engagement and progress.
c) Structure of the lesson
d) Differentiation (by outcome/task) – How does the teacher cater for different abilities?
e) Teaching techniques used (starter/plenary activities/game)
f) Challenges for students in the lesson
g) How do teachers plan lessons and structure their day
h) Are teachers given opportunities to attend course/training to develop their practice?

       4a)All the teachers have three learning objectives(must, should, could)It includes l    
learning, knowledge and understanding of the lesson. The outcomes are the evaluation of the 
lesson. They create an essay, power point presentation for their homework. The student has 
homework clubs. If they need any help in their hw, their teachers guide them in hw clubs. These 
hws are belonging to Mathematics, English, and Science more. They usually have one night, two or 
three days or five weeks to do their hw. It helps the students to manage their time. Most of the 
teachers give online hw to their students.
     4b)The students have to be more active during lessons, they need creativity, more ICT and  
equipment. The teachers have levels(must, should, could).There are 8 levels in education system 
from five years to 14.The government decided these levels at schools. They are reported when a 
student come to secondary school, all the teachers know the student’s levels. They try to monitor
the students progress and make their level in good progress.
     4c)The school has TEEP system. The structure of the lesson is divided into six parts. They  
prepare for learning, agree-learning, outcomes, present new information, construct apply and 
review.
     4d)The teacher monitors the progress of students. If they are bright, the teachers give 
them more activity. If they need help, the teacher tries to support their progress with more 
activity. He/She spends more time with these students to give his/her help.
     4e) Teaching techniques involve a range of learning styles, visual, auditory, kinaesthetic. 
First    the teacher prepare the pupils for learning with motivation, giving ‘the big picture’, may be
‘bell’ or entry work, may be pre-thinking about the work to come. While the teachers presenting 
new information through all the senses (visual, auditory, kinaesthetic etc) , they might use ICT, 
artefacts ( smell, food, tape, text, speaker, video, music).After presenting new information, 
there is a construct section. The pupils are actively learning. The activities should use the range 
of multiple intelligences and a range of learning preferences. It may be individual or collaborative.
After construct section, students are given the opportunity to demonstrative learning and pupils 
need regular review experiences.

4f) There is a learning mentors department. It provides support and guidance to children, 
young people and those engaged with them removing barriers to learning, to help develop 
their full potential. Potential barriers to learning may include poor attendance, bullying, 
abuse, family difficulties, poor social skills, poor organisational skills,   and conflict and 
anger issues. 
4g) The teachers prepare their lessons plan according to year and group of the students. 
They put learning objectives and learning activities in starter, core lesson, plenary, 
assessment, key words, homework and differentiation. They have criteria for the evaluation 
of the lesson.
4h) The teachers are encouraged to courses after or in school. The administration is 
running courses for middle leaders and scenery leaders in all school time. The teachers have 
training days for five times in a year after school. It is called ‘twilight’

5. Assessment, Recording & Reporting- arrange a meeting with a senior member of staff in 



charge of Assessment & Exams  within or outside your subject specialism and make notes 
of the following areas:

a) Exam results – How is the school doing in terms of exam results last year and how 
does it compare to similar schools nationally? Is there a benchmark nationally for 
schools in terms of school results? (Example: must achieve 70 % pass rate?)

b) How does the school prepare its students for exams?
c) How does the school record exam data?
d) How does the school analyse exam data?
e) How does the school report students’ results to parents?
f) What strategies does the school employ to deal with students who are 

underachieving?
g) How do teachers monitor& track students’ progress?
h) How roles are shared at school in terms monitoring and tracking of students’ 

progress?

 5a) There is an exam called GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary) for 11th year. All the
school get the result in August. The officials in league table sent the results of the 
schools. It is published in everywhere and reported back. Small Heath School   has 65% 
PASS RATE grade in this exam. Last year, the national average is % 60 last year. There 
are lots of ways in measuring. For example one way is best subjects at GCSE. Years 7 to 11
(ages 11 to 16) pupils are grouped into three ability bands, ’high ability, middle ability and 
low ability’.
5b) The school aimed towards exam during three years. They call parents to school, have 
meetings with them about their children’s lesson, marks, problems, etc…The students 
have lessons before and after school. Some of the lessons are Maths, Business Studies, 
and Science after school. The teachers run in extra sessions called ‘ Session 7’
5c)The teachers enter the exam results into the computer after they got the exam in, 
they have to check before published. When the students come from elementary school in 
4 or 5 level, the teacher talks with the students about their target. The teachers have to 
increase their target according to students’ level. The students will have target current 
degrade and estimate degrade.
5d) Small Heath School bought SISRA online to calculate the level of the students. They 
record exam data by the help of this system. The lessons which the students are 
successful are Biology, Maths, Chemistry, Physic and English. The lessons which the 
students have difficulties are Geography, Business Studies, Art and Design.
5e) They send letters to the families of the students.
5f) They monitor, track the students progress, they call families to the school; the 
teachers make small studying groups for the students at school.
5g) The teachers monitor, track students’ progress with test, control their assessment 
and notebooks.
5h) Teachers enter data, they go into the software, data manager sort out and then it is 
looked by subject leader.
Accountability- arranges a meeting with the head teacher and discusses accountability in 
terms of school results? Are schools judged according to their school results? Are there 
any inspections which take place to judge schools? Are the school’s results published 
online for parents to see?
There are lots of issues for school. All of the school results are analysed by an 



organisation called OFSTED (Office For Standard in Education) .They produced document 
for every single subject. They all are compared with other schools and all national schools. 
They produced a league table from best schools to bottom schools. If the schools go below
of underestimated school, the school will be closed. But before closing the school, the 
inspectors will visit the school many times to help them in their success. This league table 
is published and everybody can see all the results. The inspectors has four categories, 
outstanding, good, requires improvement and inadequate. If the school is inadequate or 
requires improvement category, the inspectors will come until its degree get increased and
be successful.

 

 

D. Impact

1. Impact on your professional development - What impact has this job-shadowing visit on
your professional development and views on teaching and learning? 
My views on this school on teaching and learning;
Small Heath School and Sixth Form Centre tries to give these ideas for students;
-know what and how they are learning
-know how they will be assessed
-know their current level and how to make progress 
- Respond to teacher feedback.
-use self and peer assessment.
The teachers try to succeed at these topics;
-share learning outcomes and success criteria.
-use a variety of questioning styles.
-continually check progress
-provide feedback on how to improve
-use Assessment For Learning to inform future planning.
I have had the chance to compare the differences and similarities between the two school
education systems. I observed new experiences in education for my professional career
and development. Basically the system is the same but according to the students’ needs ,it
shows some differences.  The first difference between my school  and this  school  is  a
teacher and assistant teacher;
I think a teacher and an assistant teacher in the same class helps pupils to understand
how  to  improve  their  work,  encouraging  high  levels  of  engagement  and  interest.  It
systematically  and  effectively  checks  pupils  understanding  throughout  the  lesson.  In
teaching assistant, it supports students with SEN. SEN students are 2 categories.
a)Mild learning difficulties in reading, writing, literacy in language 
b) Severe learning difficulties who can’t read. They are age 11 at 6 years. Their roles are 
-one to one support outside classroom.
-in class support
-make observations on students programme
-liaise with classroom teachers to SENCO(Sen Coordinators on how to use strategies to
help students)



-write traditional educational plans
The second one is; 
The classes are certain but the pupils travel from one class to another at their school
during school hours. The equipments of the lessons are in their classes and the teachers
have to check their notebooks.
I  observed  new  experiences  about  reading,  writing,  speaking,  listening,  spelling  and
vocabulary  strategies  in  foreign  languages  lessons.  The  teachers  use  Teacher
Effectiveness  Enhancement  Programme  (TEEP)  in  planning  effective  teaching  to  the
students.
SLEUTH System is also a new experience for me in this school. It is for undisciplined
students  and  successful  students  in  positive  learning.  It  consists  of  positive  reward
system and praise which reinforces positive learning behaviours and help repair fractured
relationships.

2. Impact on your subject - What ideas/ aspects you have observed in your host school you
are going to share with your subject area colleagues and how will you develop those ideas? 
1) Sleuth system 
2)Base Departure for Sen students
3)Literacy

           4)A teacher and teaching assistants.
           5)Role of  Learning mentors (Learning mentors provide support and guidance to children, 
young people and those engaged with them by removing barriers to learning in order to promote 
effective participation, enhance individual learning, raise aspirations and achieve full potential. 
They help underachievers in exam group in their motivation. They help students organise their 
work, help and solve emotional or social problems, design a program for students to achieve their 
full potential. The councillors give advice to the students. 

3. Impact on your school & community - What ideas/ aspects you have observed in your
host school you are going to share with your school/ Community and how will you develop
them? 
1)Assembly Themes:
2)Learning mentors for underachievement students
3)Tutorial lessons.

           4)Homework clubs

E. Other Aspects of your host school/observations:

Please make extra notes of any interesting aspects of the host school/your experience
A) Behaviours:
There is a pastoral system. Inclusion officers deal with SEN students learning and
behaviours.  Tutors  monitor  their  behaviour  and  teachers  record  them.  Onto  the
computer. There is a SLEUTH system. If the students have the right attitudes to
learning,  display  their  school’s  belief  and values,  contribute the school  life,  try to
achieve or beat the school subject targets, do things above what is expected from
them,  they  rewarded  by  getting  positive  comments  from  teachers  during  lessons,
letters and postcards sent home by the teachers, stamps and/or stickers in his/her
books and positive school reports.



There are three SLEUTH POİNTS,STAR OF THE WEEK,MONTH AND STAR OF THE
TERM. Departments deal with detentions and report ‘Team report ‘ and put a child on
report which includes their behaviour. There is an exclusion given by head teachers and
governors. If a student continues to behave poorly despite their classroom teacher
using a range of strategies and sanctions to support them modifying their behaviour,
subject teacher may give 20 minutes detention; refer to the subject team teacher.
He/she may give a team detention and he/she may be placed on a subject report which
will be monitored by the subject team leader. He may meet contact parents to discuss
behaviour  concerns.  Year  leader  may  issue  behaviour  for  learning  report  and  then
Senior staff after that. They may issue a year leader detention and remove breaks.
Senior staff and inclusion support may internally exclude, fixed term exclude, place on
a improving behaviour course and place on a managed move.
B)Attitude to learning:
All teachers need to plan their lessons to motivate students.
C)Assembly Themes:
Senior leaders at school will deliver assemblies, themes are displayed and tutors talk
to  children  about  themes.  The  values  are  respect,  courtesy,  responsibility,  love,
trustworthiness, honesty, cooperation, forgiveness, determination, valuing difference
and consideration.
D) Child Protection:
Teachers  have  responsibility  to  report  any  abuse  to  children  .There  is  a  Welfare
Education Officer who investigate the allegations and refer to social services and then
to police. If there is an sexual or physical abuse is evidenced, then social workers can
remove child  home  and  print  a  foster  parents.  The  child  will  be  put  on  the  child
protection register and all teachers must know about the child.

 

 

 


